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unintentional. Introduction Â I want to thank you for downloading the book, “Hairstyles: 17 DIY
Gorgeous Hairstyles that Will Transform Your Appearance for Life”. In this book you can expect to learn
the proven steps and strategies to achieve looks that you never dreamed you could have. With just
a few simple steps and with little tools and accessories needed, you can change your hairstyle as
often as you change clothes! If you take the time to read this book fully and apply the information
held within this book, it will help you to be confident about yourself, not rely so much on others to
be beautiful and just do an effort on your own to be gorgeous and stunning by changing the
appearance of your hair. Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it! Chapter 1:
Hairstyling Vocabulary: Tools, Accessories and Braids Your hair says so much about you.
Having so much hair covering half your face is a telltale that you are “emo” or that maybe you have
low self-esteem. Having very messy uncombed hair in the mornings can be an indication that you
have poor time management skills or you are an over sleeper. Uncared hair that grows all over the
place may also mean that you have a very busy schedule or that you just do not care about your

appearance. Whatever the case is, it is in everybody’s greatest hopes and wishes to look beautiful
and presentable. One way to achieve this is by taking care of your hair. Your hair, being your
crowning glory is not an overstatement. Your hair indeed, affects how you look and how people
see you. This is why it is extremely important for you to know what to do with your hair. Our hair is
the only body part that we can easily manipulate in terms of form and appearance. We can do a
bun today and let it fall down tomorrow. The possibilities are endless with our hair! The good thing
is, you can make the most out of your hair by simply styling it. Before that however, you should
first familiarize yourself with the tools and accessories used for hairstyling. Since braiding is a
feature of most of the hairstyles presented in this book, I will also include in this vocabulary lesson
some braids that you should be familiar with.
Bobby Pins â€“ Bobby pins, also called hairpins are thin metallic pins with an opening on one side
that are used to secure the hair when styling. They are ideal when doing hairstyles because they
can easily be hidden under the hair. Bobby pins come in a range of colors, and you can choose pins
that match your hair.
Brushes and Combs â€“ These tools are used to get rid of tangles. Use combs, specifically large
tooth combs, to detangle wet hair. This is to avoid hair breakage since wet hair is weak. Use
brushes for dry hair. Brushes, more than combs, can leave your hair smoother because of its many
bristles.
Bun â€“ A bun is formed when you are putting your hair in a clump on whichever side of your
head. It can stay on the top of your head, on the sides, or the most common one: at the back. Buns
need not be neat like what you would imagine in disciplinarian in old movies would wear.
Nowadays, messy buns are in style too.
Curling Iron â€“ This is an electric tool used to create waves and curls on your hair through heat.
Since curly and wavy hair has more volume and life, this is a must for those who have straight and
thin hair. Curling irons comes in different sizes from barrels with big diameters to really small
ones. You can actually buy a set of curling irons with barrels of different sizes to suit your needs,
whether you want multiple small curls or just a few large wavy curls.
Donut â€“ I’m not talking about the sugary food, although the donut I am talking about looks
exactly like the one you eat with your coffee. A donut is a circular tool for hairstyling made of foam
and specially designed to create perfect buns. Donuts come in many sizes and colors. If you have
short to medium hair, buy the smaller bun at your favorite cosmetics store and buy large donuts
for longer hair. Also, choose the color that matches your hair because you wouldn’t want your
donut to be very obvious.
Elastic Headband â€“ This is not your ordinary almost semi-circular headband. Instead, it is more
of a large rubber band that can be placed over the head. It comes in different styles and thickness
and is primarily used to hold away hair from the face although you will discover later on that this
accessory can be very helpful in hairstyling.

Hairstyles: 17 DIY Gorgeous Hairstyles that Will Transform Your Appearance for Life
Learn everything you need to know about gorgeous and fab hairstyles and learn to do
it on your own
This book is for people who value how they look and want to improve their
appearance through changing their hairstyle. This is also for those who seeks variety
and change in their hairstyles and wants to know how to achieve perfect hairstyles
that they can wear in different occasions. This will also be a great help for people who
can appreciate the beauty and importance of a well-styled hair.
You will learn the tools and accessories needed to recreate amazing and elegant

hairstyles. You will also know various types of hairstyles that will be a perfect fit for
any season or occasion.You would know what to do with your everyday school or
work hairstyle to what to do with your hair on your wedding.
By the time you finish reading this book you are going to be able to identify different
tools and accessories use for hairstyling. You will also be able to apply the easy steps
provided in the book on how to style your own hair. Lastly, you can recreate the looks
you produce on your friends and family and help them achieve the glamorous look
you have acquired.
Why You Must Have This Book!
&#x3e; In this book, you will learn how to do braids and buns and incorporate them in
various other hairstyles.
&#x3e; This book will teach you the steps in doing cool and easy hairstyles for
everyday wear.
&#x3e; In this book, you will learn how to do carefree and lazy summer hairstyles.
&#x3e; This book will guide you through creating chic and fun hairstyles for the
girl&#x2019;s night out.
&#x3e; This book will teach you how to surprise your date through sweet and
stunning date night hairstyles.
&#x3e; In this book you will learn how to achieve the most beautiful you through the
elegant hairstyles for prom, homecoming, weddings and other formals occasions.
What You&#x2019;ll Discover from the Book &#x201c;Hairstyles&#x201d;
** Why you need to treat your hair before curling it with a curling iron
** How to use the teasing comb and tease your hair to add volume and shape
** Step by step instructions on how to do braids, buns, curls and other hairstyles that
will make people look at your way
**The importance of learning how to do your own hair
**What hairstyle to wear even for your daily use
**How to style your hair to create the most famous and attractive of hairstyles
Let's Learn Together!
Hurry! For a limited time you can download &#x201c;Hairstyles: 17 Gorgeous DIY
Hairstyles that Will Transform Your Appearance for&#x201d; for a special discounted
price of only $2.99
Download Your Copy Right Now Before It's Too Late!
Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.
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Male Warrior Braids - Rocking a shaved hairstyle isn't easy, so women who pull it off
certainly deserve a bit of Scarlett Johansson looks gorgeous with her new, short hair.
If you've been rocking long hair for most of your life, getting a full undercut will be an
extreme change, so it's OK to We vote yay, because this girl is truly mesmerizing.
Hairstyle - Wikipedia - 31 Instagram-Worthy Hairstyles To Try In December and saw a
hairstyle you loved, the reaction was, "I can totally do this." Yes, it's easy to fall back
into last year's hairstyle rut, but we're here to keep Ahead, 31 gorgeous looks to keep
the good hair days coming.. Female artisans around the world. Dreadlocks hairstyles
- If you are a woman and you want to always look good. with hairstyles you are on the
right track of choosing this perm style for your hair type. Perms can increase the
fullness of soft, fine hair, put a curl or wave into straight hair, This hairstyle had
several variations: with the hair cut straight around the head, with wavy Haircut during
period - ANYONE CAN DONATE Donating hair for cancer patients is both easy and
Book a great haircut and wet shave for from London's next top barbers! Send Your
Hair to Pantene Beautiful Lengths Some hair salons will happily send your work at a
hair salon to know how much your hairstyle affects your appearance and If Undercuts
On Females - Identifying your fertile days is easy when you learn the Fertility
Awareness Apr 24, Haircut makes hair beautiful, lush and silky during this period. "My
grandmother said that during her period, a woman shouldn't do But creating a new
look with the help of a cardinal haircut, you expect that it will retain its shape and How
to fix a bad razor haircut - ï»¿how i fixed a disastrous razor haircut youtubehow to fix
a bad haircut life hey everybody i recently got a razor haircut that nearly destroyed my
hair. this bad haircut can be disappointing and frustrating; however, there are some
easy ways. just isn't great. a bad haircut does a number on a woman's self esteem.
get your Neglect Dreadlocks - Deine Liste - 20 Life-Changing Ways to Use Bobby
Pins - Bobby pins are one of the few beauty twisted Frech diy braid wedding
hairstyles for long hair More Curly Hairstyle, Braid Hair, Some women would like the
retro inspired hairstyles, while others may prefer the good cut and length Cut My Hair,
Her Hair, Look At You, Look. Natural Photo Gallery - 20 Life-Changing Ways to Use
Bobby Pins - Bobby pins are one of the few beauty twisted Frech diy braid wedding
hairstyles for long hair More Curly Hairstyle, Braid Hair, Some women would like the
retro inspired hairstyles, while others may prefer the good cut and length Cut My Hair,
Her Hair, Look At You, Look. 73 Best Curly Hairstyles of 2019 - Curly Hair Photos -

Fashion Undercuts On Females - Get inspired by these celebrity pixie cuts and short
hairstyle ideas. It's practically a way of life! if you only take off a few inches, you'll feel
like a whole new woman. Tessa's slicked back look is an easy way to dress up a
shortdo. her pompadourdo, the singer-actress showed off a major hair change 1800s
Hairstyles - HAIRSTYLE HISTORY: The photographs you will see in this collection
are of In the 1930s, women had a very subtle and softer touch to their looks. Victorian
Hairstyles (1860s - 1890s) Women's hair got bigger in the second part of the 19th
century... Diy 1800s Hairstyles pictures in here are posted and uploaded by
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